Shortage of raw materials needed to manufacture components for silicon-based digital memory storage has led to a search for alternatives, including systems for storing texts, images, movies and other forms of information in DNA. Use of DNA as a medium for storage of 3-D information has also been investigated. However, two problems have yet to be addressed: first, storage of 3-D information in DNA has used objects and coding schemes which require large volumes of data; second, the medium used for DNA information-keeping has been inconsistent with qualities needed for long-term data storage. Here, we address these problems. First, we created in vivo DNA-encoded digital archives holding precise specifications for 3-and 4-dimensional figures with unprecedented efficiency. Second, we have demonstrated more robust and longer-lasting information-carriers than earlier repositories for DNA-based data archives by inserting digital information into the halophile, Halobacterium salinarum, an extremophilic archaeon. We then embedded Information-keeping halophiles into crystalline mineral salts in which similar organisms have been shown to persist in stasis for hundreds of millions of years. We propose that digital information archives composed in 3 or more dimensions may be inserted into halophilic organisms and preserved intact for indefinite periods of time.
Introduction
Manufacture of silicon-based physical structures for digital informationkeeping is dependent on shrinking global supplies of high-purity quartz sands. Sources of these raw materials are expected to be exhausted in less than 20 years (1) . Increasing demand for data storage has therefore led to a search for suitable alternatives, including digital information storage in DNA. The capacity of DNA to hold digital archives has been under development since the 1980s (2) and a growing community of researchers have pursued this goal (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . To date, forms of DNA-encoded information include images, text, voice, music, movies and a computer operating system (13) . At present, DNA can store at least 10 18 bytes per mm 3 , 6 orders of magnitude greater information density than the densest data storage medium currently available (1, 19) . A method to store cell lineage data across all 10 10 cells of a mouse, illustrating the power of recording data in DNA in vivo, has recently been reported (18) . Several examples of 3-Dimensional (3-D) information-keeping in DNA have also been demonstrated.
Crystallographer Nadrian Seeman and colleagues pioneered a form of DNA encoding often overlooked by researchers interested in DNA information storage. Seeman's technique, later called "DNA origami," relies on the base-pairing properties of DNA's four nucleotides to encode 3-D information into DNA (20) . In following years, Paul Rothemund's lab refined DNA origami techniques using 7kb strands of DNA from the genome of the M13 virus which are coded to fold into desired shapes with hundreds of smaller complementary 'staple' strands (21) (22) .
More recently, researchers at ETH Zurich and a collaborating Israeli scientist have converted stereolithographic code describing the 3-D figure of a rabbit into 12kb DNA oligonucleotides (23) . This 3-D encoded DNA was subsequently encapsulated in silica microbeads (24) and then mixed with thermoplastic 3-D printing materials used to print unstructured triangulated 3-D copies of the described object (rabbit). Published reports refer to this version of 3-D encoded DNA as "DNA-of-Things" (23) .
While highly efficient methods have been reported for encoding DNA with digital information (25) , "DNA origami" and "DNA-of-things" 3-D DNA encoding methods have been comparatively inefficient, based on in vitro post-processing of relatively large coded molecules (>7 kb DNA) to yield a range of complex surfaces and simple 3-D objects (20) (21) (22) (23) .
Digital data storage in DNA

3-D encoded DNA
Genes prescribing 3-D structure and function are long-standing biological precedents for 3-D translations of 2-D information. Leaf curvature, for instance, is an example of 3-D outcomes encoded in 2-D patterns of growth (26) . Technical advantages of ideally encoded 3-D objects include the ability to acquire, display and manipulate an unlimited number of 2-dimensional (2-D) planes; usefulness for condensing information in graphs, equations, and complex mathematical models, and for representations of architecture, engineering, anatomy, topology, cartography (geography, geology, demographics, and population maps) where individual 3-D models replace multiple 2-D models (one for each view). 3-D shapes as a form of communication and information transfer may also be more readily interpreted by people from any area of the world or from a different era, compatible with the goals of long term data storage.
Most efforts to use DNA as a data storage medium have involved inserting data either into "naked," molecular DNA or into DNA contained in laboratory strains of E. coli. Between 1999 and 2012, all attempts at recording digital information into DNA were recorded in vivo (27) .
After 2012, a shift to in vitro DNA archives was based on the notion that in vivo DNA data storage is unlikely to become a viable alternative for mainstream digital data storage. Two reasons are given for this: first, that while bacterial cells are smaller than most other known cells, and approximately 5 orders of magnitude smaller than microchips currently in use for data storage, in vivo DNA data storage has lower overall information capacity owing to the comparatively large size of bacterial cells when compared with the molecular scale of DNA; and second, that there has been a tendency to avoid highly complex tasks of creating stable modifications and/or additions to natural DNA within living cells (27) .
Proponents of in vitro molecular DNA data storage claim that "naked" DNA digital archives could remain intact for hundreds to thousands of years when kept at reasonable temperatures and isolated from light and humidity (27) . Longer term survivability of in vitro DNA would also require disposition in sealed, sterile environments shielded from radiation sources. If DNA is left unprotected, it is likely to be digested by enzymes commonly present in natural environments and promptly consumed by microorganisms (28) . DNA is an inherently unstable substance, subject to damage by metabolic and hydrolytic processes including oxidative damage, depurination, depyrimidination, and cytosine deamination (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) . DNA can also accumulate damage from environmental factors including UV light, ionizing radiation, exposure to genotoxic materials, and freeze-thaw cycles that can cause mechanical shearing (29, (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) . Maintenance of environments stabilizing naked DNA is therefore essential for reducing information loss.
The process of making stable modifications and additions to natural DNA has always been part of the promise of molecular biology. In vivo DNA digital archives could take advantage of cellular machinery to protect and repair DNA (37-39) and to be conveniently and economically reproduced with little or no human intervention. As is the case with the DNA recovered from the past, the most secure and long-lasting way to store information in DNA may be to have it carried by an organism. Distribution and population numbers of cells could help to compensate for both lower information density and incidental data-parity errors in individual cells when compared with in vitro DNA information stores.
Nevertheless, laboratory domesticated strains such as of E. coli are particularly vulnerable. Bacterial strains that have become "workhorses" of molecular biology are -by both accident and intention -unlikely to survive outside of the laboratory (40) . Despite these inherent weaknesses, negligent introduction of modified laboratory organisms into the environment may have the potential to damage natural ecosystems. Physical containment of laboratory organisms has therefore become augmented with biocontainment efforts that focus on engineered biological safeguards (41) (42) to prevent recombinant organisms from surviving outside of controlled laboratory environments.
These vulnerabilities are inconsistent with qualities desired for DNA data storage. In addition to high information density, new digital storage structures will have to be robust enough to withstand environmental conditions for long periods of time and demand little at-rest energy cost (27) .
Extremophilic organisms may be more resilient and versatile information-keepers than either naked DNA or laboratory strains of E. coli. Here, the example of Halobacterium salinarum (Hsal), a halophilic archaeon, is taken as representative of this abundant and diverse group.
Hsal is not found in fresh water environments. Osmotic pressure will cause the cells of most halophilic organisms (including Hsal) to burst when immersed in fresh water, but there are many more saline environments in which halophilic organisms can thrive than there are fresh water environments to threaten them. 97.5% of water on Earth is salt water. Just 2.5% is fresh, and only 0.3% of Earth's fresh water is in liquid form on the surface (43) (44) (45) . In addition to the ability of Hsal to survive in the broadest possible range of available aqueous environments, it can also survive an impressive range of environmental extremes.
Hsal is known to be extremely radiation resistant with reports of its chromosomes having been fragmented and then reassembled after very high radiation dosage (~5 kGy gamma irradiation) (46-47). In relative terms, 90% of E. coli is killed with an exposure of 0.27 kGy at +5 degrees (48) , which is an almost 18-fold lower dose than Hsal's known level of tolerance.
Limitations of DNA-encoded information carriers
Halobacterium salinarum
Hsal is polyploid, with each cell harboring approximately 25 copies of each chromosome (49) . While their chromosomes may be initially shattered into many fragments, complete chromosomes are reconstituted by making use of overlapping fragments in what is likely to be a form of recombinational repair aided by DNA single-stranded binding protein (47) .
Hsal is also known to survive oxidative stress, routine exposure to high UV, thermal extremes, and desiccation (45) (46) . It has been found to survive high vacuum, microgravity, radiation and temperatures that characterize the near-Earth space environment (50) (51) (52) (53) (54) . Studies suggest that the hypersaline environment in which Halobacterium thrives may be a factor for its resistance to desiccation, radiation and high vacuum (50) .
There is also abundant evidence to indicate that organisms sharing phenotypic and genotypic similarities with Hsal may persist within crystals of primary mineral salts and other evaporites over periods of geologic time (55) (56) (57) (58) (59) (60) (61) (62) (63) (64) (65) (66) (67) (68) . In 2006, Vreeland et al. sequenced DNA of organisms discovered in ancient salt deposits from between 121 and 419 million years ago (the oldest DNA on record) and although six segments of that DNA had never been seen before in science, Hsal was shown to be a close genetic relative (67) (68) . Earlier discoveries had been made of halophiles embedded in fossil salts, but were called into question because of the high degree of similarity that appears to exist between all of the potentially ancient microbes, their DNA, and modern halophiles (68) . Thus, in addition to the resistance of Haloarchaea to environmental extremes mentioned above, evidence indicating extremely long-term survival in fossil mineral salts suggests that they have apparently survived Great Extinction Events that extinguished most other terrestrial species on more than one occasion.
Spontaneous mutation of DNA in cells serves evolution but is unlikely to serve the purpose of long-term storage of immutable digital information. Information-keeping in halophiles could help to solve this problem. In stasis disposition of halophiles in mineral crystals may render them less likely to undergo processes of mutation and DNA damage and repair that actively reproducing cells would be expected to encounter much more frequently in other natural environments. Here, we aimed to study whether Hsal can in fact be used for data storage across long periods of time.
Results
While experiments performed over thousands of years are obviously impractical, to investigate further the hypothesis that Hsal cells can survive for long periods of time when entrapped in salt crystals, we started a liquid culture until late-exponential growth (O.D. ~1.0) stage and then split it into two identical aliquots. The first aliquot was used for genomic DNA extraction, while the second aliquot was left to evaporate within the sterile environment of a laminar hood. After 5 days, all liquid media was transformed into salt crystals with pink color tones ( Figure 1A) . Salt crystals were then distributed in sterile test tubes, sealed with parafilm and stored at room temperature. For the past three years, speckles of salt crystals from one of these samples were regularly tested for growth in fresh liquid media every six months. Notably, in every test performed to this point, cells reached mid-exponential growth (O.D. ~0.5) in less than 24 hours after inoculation. Figure 1B shows Hsal cells entrapped between salt crystals in brine from dehydrated hypersaline media.
To bypass one of the main limitations for in vivo DNA storage and increase its cache capacity, we determined to expand the number of dimensions of information that a given linear DNA could carry. We utilized highly efficient vector encoding to precisely describe a 3-D double-helix object using information encoded into only 46 DNA bases (Figure 2A) . From there, a traditional paper folding pattern was used to yield the 3-D double-helix ( Figure 2B ).
Creasing patterns from origami are 2-D diagrams whose lines represent folds one must perform to transform a piece of flat paper into a 3-D origami shape (69) . In origami folding using these patterns, there are two types of creases indicating the type of fold: "mountain" creases and "valley" creases. In diagrams, these two types of creases are often indicated using solid and dashed lines or using two distinct colors. In more mathematical terminology, crease patterns are planar graphs with labeled edges in which there are at most two labels (70) . Our double-helix figure coding method accounts for the 2-D origami folding pattern as well as for "valley" and "mountain" creases.
The origami double-helix crease pattern was interpreted as a 94-bit lattice vector encoding 11 segments, taking advantage of the spatial periodicity of the pattern. This same method can be used to encode larger files (Supplementary Material 1). The asymptotic size of this encoding, in bits, is: C + S*(2*ceil(log2(x)) + 2*ceil(log2(y)) + 1) Here, 'S' is the number of segments (each associated with defined start and end points, with one bit encoding the folding sense, positive or negative); 'x' and 'y' give horizontal and vertical lattice resolutions; 'C' is a constant which depends on the maximum possible values of 'S', 'x', 'y'. The "1" is one bit to encode positive or negative fold. This encoding must first be decoded into the corresponding 2-D origami pattern, and subsequently folded to yield the desired 3-D structure (Figure 3 ). DNA manipulation and E. coli transformations were performed according to the method of Sambrook and Russell (71) . Genetic constructions were generated by conventional enzymatic restriction and ligation of inserts into vectors using competent E. coli MG1655 as a primary recipient. The locus was sequenced from E. coli and reconstructed into the 3-D doublehelix using the decoded crease pattern. In fall 2018, we were offered an opportunity to contribute to the immortality-themed 5 th Ural Industrial Biennale (72-73), a symposium and exhibition that opened in September, 2019 in Yekaterinburg, Russia. We decided to insert 3-D digital information into Hsal to serve as an extremely enduring human-sourced informational archive to compliment the Ural Biennale theme. Content for the Hsal archive consisted of two 3-D objects drawn from Russian folklore about an immortal evil wizard known as "Koschei the Deathless" (Кощей Бессмертный)*. Based on these legends, the project was organized to insert 3-D models of a needle and an egg into the Hsal genome. We coded folding patterns of 3-D needle and spatial coordinates for a 3-D egg using a combination of highly efficient sparse row matrix encoding techniques (74-76) and degenerate elements inspired by "DNA Supercode" (77-80), a DNA-encoding scheme composed in the 1990s.
Long term survival
3-D information-keeping in E. coli
To generate DNA sequences with minimal lengths that encode the 3-D geometric information of the needle and egg shapes, we used techniques from both the ancient art of origami and modern data-compression algorithms. In particular, origami crease patterns were employed to compress the 3-D geometric information into 2-D diagrams. Although in general it is difficult, in the complexity-theoretic sense, to generate a 3-D origami shape from its crease pattern, the needle and egg crease patterns used in this work are simple enough that the folding instructions follow immediately from the diagrams (Figure 4 ) (81) (82) . This dimensionality reduction via crease pattern is achieved by the fact that the structure of the patterns effectively encodes the folding instructions required to transform a flat sheet of paper into a 3-D object. Typically, in origami crease patterns, two types of lines are drawn to indicate which direction the fold should be performed, called "mountain" creases and "valley" creases ( Figure 5 ).
Moreover, in special cases, it is not necessary to specify types of creases needed to indicate the sequence of folds. This special situation holds for both the needle and egg diagrams employed herein. Given a target 3-D shape to be rendered, finding the crease pattern is, at the moment, still an art form. However, once a crease pattern is provided, all of the 3-D information is encoded in a 2-D diagram called a "planar graph" (Figure 4 ).
In this work, all creases are depicted with the same type of line; the diagram does not distinguish between mountain and valley folds. This can be done while still containing all the information to fold the 3-D object from the 2-D diagram due to a condition called "flat-foldability" in traditional origami. Flat-foldability allows for folding a shape such that it can fit between the pages of a book. Logically solving which creases are mountains and which ones are valleys is arrived at by choosing those that render a shape flat-foldable. If a given crease pattern does not distinguish mountains and valleys, the mathematically relevant features of the diagrams are the lines and the corners where the lines meet. Lines are called "edges," and the corners where lines meet are called "vertices." The collection of all edges and vertices together is called a graph. Here the set of vertices is denoted by V and the set of edges by E. The entire diagram is described by the graph formed from this pair of sets and is denoted G = (V,E). Locations of the vertices together with a description of which vertices are connected to each other specify our graphs. Locations of vertices are determined by superimposing a square grid over the crease pattern and recording the x and y coordinates. We chose an arbitrary labelling of vertices. Given N vertices, each were labeled with numbers from the set {1,2,3,…,N-1,N}. We imposed a square coordinate grid and chose lexicographic ordering.
To describe which vertices are connected to each other, it is standard to use a matrix -a square table of numbers -data structure. The matrix describing the connectivity of the vertices is called an "adjacency matrix." We created adjacency matrices for each of our encoded 3-D figures ( Figure 6 ). An adjacency matrix for an N-vertex diagram is an N by N (square) matrix whose (i, j) entry is one if vertex i is connected to vertex j and zero otherwise. For most crease patterns, each vertex in the diagram is not connected to every other vertex and the adjacency matrix will have many zeros. This means that for most reasonable objects, the adjacency matrix associated with the crease pattern will be a what is termed a "sparse matrix." For visual clarity, instead of writing the numbers 0 and 1, we plot a black square if the value in the matrix is 1 and plot a white square if the value is 0.
Large contiguous regions of white squares represent the lack of lines between associated pairs of vertices. This is a generic feature of origami crease patterns and we use this feature to further compress data required to specify 3-D geometry. In the language of matrix theory, this feature is called "sparsity" and an adjacency matrix with a substantial fraction of its entries being zero is called a "sparse matrix."
There exist many compression algorithms for storing sparse matrices. We chose the compressed row storage (CRS) algorithm (74) (75) (76) . The algorithm compresses the information required to store the adjacency matrix by only keeping track of: 1) the values of the non-zero entries, 2) the column indices of these non-zero entries, and 3) the row indices corresponding to the first non-zero entry in each row as read from left to right. These data were converted to binary, and then to sequences of DNA bases. The resulting concatenated DNA sequence encoding needle and egg figures has a length of 930 bases (Supplementary Materials 2).
We also encoded data for a 4-dimensional hypercube or, "tesseract"** into DNA to emphasize the difference between our method -which can * Koschei is said to be "deathless" because he is supposed to have hidden his evil soul in the tip of a needle which he then concealed in an egg, then in a duck, then in a rabbit, and so on, and then to have buried these concentric concealments in a chest that was buried under a tree on a mythical oceanic island (Buyan) that would appear and disappear with alternating tides.
3-D information-keeping in Halobacterium salinarum
DNA-encoding 4 dimensions
plausibly hold an unlimited number of dimensions -and "DNA origami" and "DNA of Things" methods, which are both in vitro only techniques, intensive in the size and number of prerequisite DNA molecules, and limited to 3 spatial dimensions. The 4-D hypercube was encoded via specification of the locations of its vertices together with its adjacency matrix ( Figure 6 ). We then coded the 4-D hypercube binary data into a 224-mer DNA sequence ( Supplementary Material 3) .
As repeats in the Needle/Egg and the Hypercube DNA sequences were predicted to cause issues during synthesis of the DNA oligos, both sequences were divided into segments, with Egg-Needle sequences being split into three segments and the Hypercube sequence into two. Each segment was augmented with BbsI recognition sites and elongated with random sequences until the complexities of the segments were sufficiently reduced (Table S1 ). The augmented sequences were ordered as gBlocks (Integrated DNA Technologies). The segments were subsequently assembled by Golden Gate assembly with the BbsI-HF restriction enzyme (New England Biolabs) and T7 ligase (New England Biolabs). The resulting products were amplified by PCR using Q5 High-Fidelity Master Mix (New England Biolabs) and the amplicons (Table S2) were purified with a PCR Purification kit (Qiagen). Constructs were verified using Sanger sequencing.
The Egg-Needle and hypercube constructs were inserted into Hsal NRC-1 (ATCC700922) main chromosome at the ura3 locus by double-crossover method transformation (83), with modifications. Instead of using standard counterselection with ura3, we selected transformants by introducing a MevR resistance cassette by a 4-piece Gibson reaction (84) with the following fragments: ura3 upstream region (primers oHS273 and oHV172, amplified from Hsal NRC-1 genomic DNA); Egg-Needle fragment (obtained as described above); MevR cassette (primers oHV173 and oHS278, amplified from pNBKO7 plasmid (85-86); ura3downstream region (primers oHS279 and oHS280, amplified from Hsal NRC1-1 genomic DNA). Primer sequences are listed in Table S2 . The assembled fragments were then directly transformed by the standard PEG transformation method (83) . Transformants (Figure 7) were then screened by PCR and the inserted sequence was confirmed by Sanger sequencing. A locus map of the final construct is represented in Figure 7 .
These protocols were repeated to clone a separate Hsal line with DNA coding for the 4-D hypercube figure***.
Sterile brines made from various fossil mineral salts were inoculated with 3-D encoded Hsal and then recrystallized over a 3-day period in a series of workshops conducted at Ural Federal University Department of Experimental Biology and Biotechnology (Yekaterinburg, Russia), as part of the Ural Biennale.
Discussion
While information written into sets of phonetic characters require readers to be fluent in particular languages, information written into sets of 3-D objects merely requires mathematical understandings needed to reconstruct 3-D objects from code. Some of the oldest systems of written language (e.g., cuneiform, hieroglyphics) operated by encoding information into 2-D pictures. Picture-writing systems may be useful as a first step to interpret information initially composed in the form of spoken language into more universally translatable sets of 3-D objects. Number sets could be written as sets of multifaceted polyhedra, while abstract ideas might be written as sets It may be short-sighted to think about digitally encoded DNA merely as a means to provide relatively near-term solutions to 21 st century problems in data storage. Biological information repositories can now be expected to survive for much longer than the span of time that Homo sapiens sapiens is likely to persist as a species.
Fossil records indicate that the average lifespan of mammalian species is roughly on the order of 1 million years (87) (88) (89) . In the case of closely related hominids, Neanderthals (Homo sapiens neanderthalensis) survived for only 200,000-300,000 years (90) (91) , while Homo erectus survived for about 1.6 million (92-97). Scholars debate forecasts of the survivability of Homo sapiens for many reasons but setting aside the possibility that humanity will shortly engage in catastrophic thermonuclear exchange, predictions made over the past few decades suggest that Homo sapiens sapiens will survive for anywhere from ~600 to 7.8 million years (98) (99) (100) .
Assembly of Needle/Egg and Hypercube oligonucleotides
Transformations with Halobacterium salinarum
Digitally encoded Halobacterium salinarum embedded in mineral salts
Prospects for 3-D language
Legacy and burdens of transcendence Humanity has inherited special awareness of mortality that may be unique among members of the animal kingdom. Presumably, this special knowledge serves as inspiration to make lasting contributions to the legacy that each individual human being may leave behind. This same knowledge can also inspire questions about what bequests our species as a whole might leave for a far deeper future.
It is safe to assume that testaments written into salt-embedded microorganisms could persist over timescales that would be required for interstellar transits. The intelligibility of 3-D language might also be conveniently adapted for that purpose. But these ideas are overshadowed by the futility of communications over enormous spans that separate stars in our region of the galaxy. (103) It seems safe to assume that by the time any physical message could arrive in the neighborhood of a star more remote than the sun's nearest companions, Homo sapiens will either be extinct or, will have evolved into another species.
We do not know how many unique star systems, all at greater distances than Proxima Centauri, would need to be targeted to reach a planet where life has developed, much less a planet with sentient life having the capacity to intercept and understand any message humanity had decided to transmit. Despite sophisticated searches for signals from others, the chances that humanity will ever find itself communicating with another intelligent species somewhere else in the universe are slim to none (104) .
Earth will likely outlast humanity and remain habitable to other DNAbased organisms. Whether or not future terrestrial life evolves into organisms that are remotely like human beings, if we can manage to commit the legacy of our science, culture and civilization into forms of data storage that will outlast Homo sapiens, we may enable communications with beings who could turn out to be the only other communicable species in the cosmos, right here on Earth.
Swansong
The 3-D encoded "Koschei" Hsal has a poetic part in the form of coded figures that conjure an ancient myth about immortality. It is also first use of a medium that can reach into an indefinite future and as such, it begs the question about what serious, information-dense messages could also be projected across such extreme periods of time.
Legends about the swan who sings a last, final lament were proverbial by the 3rd century BCE (105-106) and reiterated many times in later Western poetry and art. But any ideas we may entertain about contacting beings far across space and time are complicated by another problem, one perhaps even more daunting than the distance between stars.
Understanding what intelligence is in the first place is prerequisite to reliably imagining any other intelligence or, to say it another way, "You have to reveal yourself to yourself before you can reveal yourself to anyone else." This is what Aristotle considered to be a principal element of human tragedy ("Recognition and Reversal" in Poetics) (107), and yet, it is probably the most important reason we have to continue the search. Any messages we may wish to preserve for the "Other" will have to attempt to answer the questions "Is this who we are? Is this what we know?"
While "DNA origami" techniques may have useful applications, 3-D objects rendered as digitally-encoded DNA are more efficiently described as strictly mathematical constructs rather than as exotic, secondary molecular conformations.
Extremophiles can be more robust and long-lasting information-carriers than earlier repositories for DNA-based digital archives. Indeed, techniques currently exist that can be used to transfer digital information into the DNA of Halobacterium salinarum. Furthermore, useful applications of digital archives encoded into extremophile DNA are not limited to routine data storage systems. Other plausible applications include interstellar messaging and legacy terrestrial, lunar and planetary archives.
